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ABSTRACT

The mall development has tremendously grown in Indonesia especially in the big cities like Jakarta. The study regarding mall has attracted many researcher to do a particular research about mall, but there is still small number of research to do some research about the attraction of mall for Older Generation Y consumers (19 – 25). There are several ways to measure this attraction by exploring the consumption of motivation of this particular group of segment. The primary finding includes the objective and social motivations among this segment, and the mean value of the perceptions of Generation Y consumers toward mall’s ambience, design, variety, and excitement. The finding shows that this target segment of consumer is more objectively motivated, and more economically driven consumers, thus they still spend quite number of time in a mall. There is also no significant difference between the perceptions of male compared to female. The managerial implications include the objective matter in the more economically driven component and does not have any impact on gender.
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